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COPYRIGHT
Articles submitted Ophthalmic Anaesthesia should not have been 
published before in their current form or substantially similar form, 
or be under consideration for publication with another journal.

SUBMISSIONS
All submissions to Ophthalmic Anaesthesia must be made 
electronically by emailing to the editor. Email address of the 
current editor for correspondence can be found on the inside page 
of the front cover.

AUTHORSHIPS
All authors must meet the requirements of authorship as set out in 
the guidelines of the International Committee of Medical Journal 
Editors . All  authors must have made a substantial contribution to 
the acquisition of data and its interpretation and been involved in 
drafting the manuscript or revising it.

MANUSCRIPT REQUIREMENTS
The manuscript will be considered the definitive version of the 
article and should be in MS Word format. Please use standard 
English and not American spelling.

Title page
Authors: Please cite authors using superscripts ie Author One1, 
Author Two2, Author Three3

1Position/designation of Author One, primary institution, city, 
country.
2Position/designation of Author Two, primary institution, city, 
country.
3Position/designation of Author Three, primary institution, city, 
country.

Do not include qualifications of the authors.

Correspondence to: corresponding author’s e-mail address.

Acknowledge presentation at any meeting, citing location and 
date.
 
Up to four key words may be included, but are not mandatory.

Summary
A summary of up to 150 words should state the purpose of any 
study or investigation.

Text
Abbreviations should not be used except for units of measurement. 

If the paper is a review or work not presenting a scientific 
study, the usual format of “materials and methods, results and 
conclusions” need not be followed. All supporting work by others 
must be acknowledged and copyright permission obtained for the 
reproduction of illustrations .

Pages must be numbered, except for the title page. Copy should 
be supplied to the editor as a Word file using 11 point Arial font. 
Please do not use a smaller or larger font for the main body of the 
text or any other font style. Please use single line spacing only.

Main headings should be in BOLD UPPER CASE, with 
subheadings in bold lower case, followed by bold italic for further 
subheadings, and underline for headings subsequent to that.

Tables should be produced either as Word documents or Excel 
spreadsheets. Please do not send tables as photographs (jpeg, gif 
or tiff) as these cannot then be edited.

Colour photographs are preferred for illustrations other than line 
drawings. Figures should be provided with a minimum of 300 dpi 
resolution in the size that they are intended for publication.
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Appendices
Information or data necessary for the reader to understand the 
manuscript should be included as an Appendix.
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Occult scleral perforation by retinal explant suture and migration of explant into the vitreous cavity.
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